On the night of the 13/14 Feb 1945 British and American bombers attacked the medieval city of Dresden even when they knew that it was not a city of any military significance. It was a city of culture, museums, and art galleries and full of history. It was known as “Florence on the Elbe”. That night it was overflowing with refugees fleeing from the Russian advance in the east, wounded soldiers, children and elderly people. What was to happen must be considered as a war crime, but of course, I forgot. “Victors don’t commit war crimes? “

At 10.09pm that evening the RAF flew 254 Lancaster Bombers over the city and started to drop their deadly load on an unsuspecting city. This was followed by the USAF with many more planes to carry on the deadly work. By the end of the night the city was just one blazing fire. It was now a Firestorm which consumed everything in its path. People down in shelters were suffocated as the fire sucked the air out of their lungs. Building and their inhabitants were incinerated to nothing more that ash. People were pulled into the fires as they tried to run down the streets. They were simply picked up by tornados and dragged down the streets and into the seat of the fire. Giant trees were uprooted and helped fuel the fire. This was not the end of the horror, when day light came, so did the Mustangs which started shooting defenceless people on the ground. The final death toll exceeded 250,000, but the allies will not agree with the total stating that it is around 30,000. They may have counted bodies, but there were many others whose bodies were completely consumed by the fires and nothing left to count. 1,000 acres of Dresden was destroyed that one night, where as, less that 600 acres was destroyed in London in the whole war. This destruction was not necessary to win the war, the end of the war was only 12 weeks away. Churchill did not agree to the bombing of Dresden, but was encouraged by Russia and America to change his mind, and he signed the orders for the bombing to go ahead. The rest of the British Cabinet condemned the attack but it was too late for Mr Churchill who will always be saddled with this war crime. It is our duty to remember the people of Dresden who died on that dreadful night. Please gather your family and friends around and remember them with a two minute silence. We, as National Socialist, must always remember this date and the evil torture that was put onto the people of Dresden.
These pictures show some of the horror of that dreadful night and will always be a black stain on the history of the Allies. There are many more photos on the web but they are too horrific to show. We ask one question of the United Nations “Why doesn’t this count as a War Crime”.
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Is it “Goodbye White LA?”

I have some good news and bad news for what’s left of the white population of Los Angeles! The Black population is being driven out. Unfortunately ruthless Latino gangs are moving in. The Associated Press reports: “In a murderous quest aimed at cleansing their turf of snitches and rival gangsters, members of one of Los Angeles County’s most vicious Latino gangs sometimes killed people just because of their race, an investigation found. There were even instances in which Florencia 13 leaders ordered killings of black gangsters and then, when the intended victim couldn’t be located, said ‘Well, shoot any black you see,’ Los Angeles County Sheriff Lee Baca said. ‘In certain cases some murders were just purely motivated on killing a black person,’ Baca said.”

Being primitives themselves, the Mexicans don’t know that they’re not supposed to do ethnic cleansing. The AP article continues: “Authorities say there were 20 murders among more than 80 shootings documented during the gang’s rampage in the hardscrabble Florence-Firestone neighborhood, exceptional even in an area where gang violence has been commonplace for decades. They don’t specify the time frame or how many of the killings were racial. Los Angeles has struggled with gang violence for years, especially during the wars in the late 1980s and early ‘90s between the Crips and the Bloods - both black gangs”

Odd, they don’t seem to have any trouble keeping the gang-related crime out of Hollywood, Beverly Hills, Brentwood and Fairfax where the wealthy Jews and the wealthy white people live. It’s just the middle class and working class whites, what few are left in L.A, who have to put up with the bloody madness. Inglewood used to be a white working class town, but it changed over to all black (and is probably now changing over to all Mexican).

The same article notes “Latino gangs have gained influence since then as the Hispanic population surged. Federal, state and local officials worked together to charge 102 men linked to F13 with racketeering, conspiracy to murder, weapons possession, drug dealing and other crimes. In terms of people charged, it’s the largest-ever federal case involving a Southern California gang, prosecutors say. More than 80 of those indicted are in custody.” No one in the United States government or the state of California seems inclined to do anything about illegal immigration despite this crime wave. The racketeering prosecution is a band-aid on the symptom. Now how about trying to cure the disease: the presence of massive numbers of non-whites and illegal Third World immigrants in North America?

Back to AP: “But eliminating the gang won’t be easy. It’s survived for decades and is believed to have about 2,000 members. Its reach extends to Nevada, Arizona and into prisons, where prosecutors say incarcerated gang leaders were able to order hits on black gangsters. F13 isn’t the only Latino gang linked to racial killings. Last year, four members of The Avenues, a gang from the Highland Park area east of downtown Los Angeles, were convicted of hate crimes for killing a black man in what prosecutors called a campaign to drive blacks from that neighborhood.”

The truth is that no one wants to talk much about Latino gangs targeting blacks. Our federal bureaucracy only seems to work against white people, not against large lawless gangs of minorities. The police and Feds have lost control of much of Los Angeles. They can throw a few dozen gang members in jail, but hundreds more step in to take their place. Genocide is a common occurrence in Third World countries, and that is exactly what Los Angeles has become.
Oh dear Canada, What ever happened to freedom of speech?

VANCOUVER, British Columbia (Reuters) - A self-professed “white nationalist” has been convicted of using the Internet to promote hatred against non-white groups and Jews, Canadian officials said on Tuesday.
Keith “Bill” Noble was found guilty of a hate crime on Monday for postings he made from early 2003 to late 2005 on a Web site that investigators say he controlled from his home in Fort St. John in northern British Columbia.

Noble was sentenced to four months in prison and three years probation and ordered not to have access to the Internet, a court official said.

Noble’s Web site now links to another site identified as belonging to The Aryan Guard, which describes itself as “family oriented folk” who want to “secure the existence of our people and a future for White Children.”

“That’s the problem with the Internet, they can just reroute people to other sites,” said Sgt. Sean McGowen of the Royal Canadian Mounted Police hate crimes unit.

This flag once represented Freedom, but not anymore. Don’t let America go the same way.

NSM Ohio Book Burning Ceremony.

1st March at 4:00PM in Lewisburg, Oh. Be there! Support our fight against these vile publications that are trying to defile our race and culture. Pornography, destruction of our Christian morals, values and ethics. The promotion of Homosexuality and Lesbianism. The Jewish lies reference their treatment during WWII. Let us stand together as one and we will win.
A man facing 12 years in prison for smearing swastikas throughout the neighborhood actually helped police capture him as he tried to pin the crimes on his ex-girlfriend’s new boyfriend. Officials said that Pavel Andreenko, 22, a resident of East 18th Street near Avenue V, was charged with spray painting swastikas on eleven buildings between December 19 and December 23.

After each incident, Andreenko would call 911 and report the incidents anonymously, claiming that a bald man was responsible for the bias attack – possibly in the hair-brained hopes that cops would narrow in on the man currently dating his ex, police alleged. Officials said that on Wednesday, December 19, Andreenko allegedly plastered swastikas on 2474 Ocean Avenue, 2086 East 19th Street and 2060 East 19th Street.

The next day, he left swastikas and anti-Semitic statements on a wall across the street from 2235 East 17th Street, police alleged. He then went into a building at 2201 East 17th Street and left a swastika on the lobby wall, officials alleged. He completed his rounds Thursday by allegedly spray-painting a swastika on a wall at 1725 Gravesend Neck Road, police said. Andreenko was also charged with spray-painting two swastikas on the wall of a park house inside a park at the corner of Avenue V and East 14th Street on December 21 and then leaving a swastika on a blue Ford van that he had found in a parking lot at the corner of East 16th Street and Avenue U.

His last act of bias vandalism was committed on Christmas Day, when he allegedly left a swastika on a wall at 2005 East 17th Street, officials said. If he had hoped that his 911 “tips” would lead police to his ex’s new boyfriend, he was wrong. Instead, cops were wondering why the same man was calling 911 after each one of these incidents took place.

Cops began narrowing in on Andreenko when a cop from the 61st Precinct saw him placing one of the calls near where one of the swastikas was found and recognized him from an earlier crime. According to published reports, his fate was sealed when he was arrested on another, unrelated crime and found that his coat was smeared with white paint – the same paint used in the bias crimes, police alleged. Andreenko was arrested at his home on Thursday.

By Sunday, he had been indicted on 11 counts of criminal mischief in the fourth degree as a hate crime and 11 counts of aggravated harassment in the first degree. If convicted, he could spend the next dozen years of his life in prison, Kings County District Attorney Charles Hynes explained. “Hate crimes are attacks against the whole of society, not just the individuals or groups targeted,” Hynes said as he announced Andreenko’s indictment, adding that his crime will be “prosecuted to the fullest extent of the law.”
Don’t Eat me unless you are on a strictly white meat diet.

This one definitely falls into the “you couldn’t make this stuff up” category. The Tyler (Texas) Morning Telegraph says: “Sheriff’s officials were astounded Thursday by a letter requesting the man accused of murdering his girlfriend and possibly participating in cannibalism be placed on a vegetarian diet to keep him from being ‘involved in any senseless killing’ while incarcerated. The letter was faxed to the Smith County Sheriff’s Jail from the national headquarters of the People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals Thursday morning.”

One is almost tempted to suspect this was a prank by someone with a ghoulish sense of humor, but apparently not. What in the name of sanity would make a PETA spokesman think that controlling the diet of this inmate will do any good? For crying out loud, this psycho was eating a human being!!! Don’t you think eating hamburgers would be an improvement?!!

The article goes on: “The Tyler Morning Telegraph received a copy of the letter before officials and notified Sheriff J.B. Smith. ‘You have to be kidding me, right?’ was his initial reaction to the news of the letter asking the jail to feed Christopher Lee McCuin, 25, a special vegetarian diet and no meat. McCuin is jailed for the murder of 21-year-old Jana Shearer and authorities have said, in previous stories, that when McCuin was taken into custody there was an ear boiling in a pot of water on the stove and a plate on the kitchen table with what appeared to be human flesh and a fork.”

The big question on everyone’s mind is: “Will the ACLU step in to defend McCuin by arguing that cannibalism is a traditional part of African culture?” The article notes “It is up to you to prevent McCuin from contributing to any more suffering and death by placing him on a healthy, humane vegetarian diet,” the letter by PETA Vice President Bruce Friedrich reads. In a phone interview with the Tyler Paper Thursday, Friedrich responded the letter was serious and was not intended to be funny… Friedrich said his organization hoped to help Smith County prepare a nutritional vegetarian menu and possibly help organize a menu for the entire jail population.”

How about serving inmates nothing but bread and water? After all they’re criminals. And for crying out loud take away their exercise equipment so they don’t come out of prison looking like a body builder. Prisoners should be on the frail side when released from prison. Giving them tasty meals, Internet access and cable TV while in prison is spoiling them.

The paper continues: “When asked how eating a hamburger compared to cannibalism… (Friedrich replied that) McCuin could become violent if he ate meat and could kill.” Fortunately -for the sake of sanity- the sheriff had the last word. “Smith said that in all of his years as sheriff there has not been one case of cannibalism in his jail, much less cannibalism caused by serving meat to the prisoners. ‘Nope, that has never happened,’ he said. ‘Besides (McCuin) is isolated so the only person he’s going to bite is himself.’”